
The Low House Tap Room 
 
Let the beer flow from those taps 
into ready tankards greedy for hops 
fill them with good ale 
and take a moment to breathe it in: 
ah, the crispness of that first pint 
ready to touch lips and tongue  
to parch dry throats and loosen conversation. 
 
See the sunset colours in each glass  
the pale golds and distinction of amber  
autumnal reds and dark night shades 
feel the cool touch of the past beneath your fingers – 
we have brewed beer for millennia  
and you are the latest in a long line 
of people giving your fellow man  
an encounter with history. 
 
Bring them through, barkeep  
with a casual reverence  
present them to eager punters 
for their sensory joy 
for this moment of life 
for their time in your pub.  
  



Bins 
 
Bins:  
good news and bad news. 
 
The good news is  
they have been collected  
emptied 
and returned.  
 
This week’s rubbish 
is yesterday’s problem. 
 
The bad news is  
the bins are different 
somehow 
transformed in some way 
beyond our understanding 
they seem to shift in and out of focus 
as if they exist in more than four dimensions. 
 
Be careful 
when putting them out 
because they are liable 
to move of their own accord.  
 
Collections days remain unchanged.  
  



Egg Thief 
 
Eggs are not the easiest of items to steal 
and so being an egg thief  
is rather a specialised skill. 
 
Gentleness and subtlety of touch: 
that’s what we need 
the ability to handle stolen goods  
deftly.  
 
Light-fingered, I suppose  
you'd call me 
warm-palmed, too 
cradling the life-giving ovoid  
with such care. 
 
Tender, almost  
as if these eggs were mine  
to begin with. 
 
You may think I’m hard 
devoid of regret 
but that’s just my outer shell 
inside, I’m delicate.  
 
 
  



Lost Sheep 
 
I have misplaced my 
sheep  
I know: how does one lose 
five sheep? 
 
I turned around for just a second 
the dog went AWOL 
and they were gone 
as suddenly as a bleat 
on a cold, still morning.  
 
I looked everywhere  
and eventually found them 
down the back 
of the sofa. 
 
Always the last place 
you look. 
  



Tree Down 
 
Beware: 
tree down.  
 
We have tried everything 
to cheer it up 
but it seems to stoically resist 
every attempt at humour.  
 
We have given it water: 
dehydration is more often the cause 
of low mood than people realise 
but no avail:  
it now droops 
onto the street 
(pedestrians are advised 
to not stare when passing). 
 
We have hugged it  
for hours 
whispering optimistic mantras  
since they say that affirmative thinking  
can reinforce a positive mental attitude  
and talking to plants  
helps them grow as people.  
 
All we can do 
is be there, really – 
we cannot fix this tree  
and the storm will pass:  
luckily, it is a willow  
and knows how to unbend 
when the time is right.  
  



The Suicide Room 
A room in the Low House, Laxfield – so named as it’s the place to go when you’re a bit down. 
 
Sit down here 
in the Suicide Room 
and drink with me 
in my time of need 
the dog on my trail 
as black as this stout 
has come sniffing at my heels 
breathing hard through his snout. 
  



The Removal of the Bells 
Laxfield All Saints’ church bells were last restored in 1922 – the same year T.S. Eliot’s ‘The 
Wasteland’ was published. 
 
The opening chimes of 1922: 
Britain’s Empire is at its largest extent 
setting the pace for a quarter of the world 
lives timed to the pull of power. 

 
The brisk swell 
Rippled both shores 
Southwest wind 
Carried down stream 
The peal of bells 
White towers 

 
I often think that the ringing of bells 
is somewhat discordant  
the harsh clash of metal on metal  
that sounds pretty enough at a distance 
but up close 
feels like violence.  
 

And upside down in air were towers 
Tolling reminiscent bells, that kept the hours 

 
Restoration is an interesting word: 
just what is it  
that we are returning 
and to whom?  
  



Strange Noise (found poem) 
 
We are mystified 
what a strange intermittent noise  
repetitive 
odd  
not quite musical. 
 
Last night seemed to fade in and out  
between midnight 
and the early hours. 
 
Did anyone else hear it? 
 
 
  



Rogue Postal Delivery  
 
Have you seen her?  
 
Dressed all in black 
some strange variation  
of the Royal Mail livery 
subtly stitched 
into her winter jacket 
the only way  
we can tell 
that she is 
a rogue postie. 
 
Slipping along our garden paths 
deftly sidestepping puddles 
blending into the moonlight shadows  
as she deposits mysterious parcels 
at all hours of the night. 
 
Even dogs do not detect her presence 
though we feel her effect 
in the whispers of the letters she leaves 
and the calling card which simple reads: 
 
everything is delivered 
in the time  
it is meant 
to be received.  
  



Laxfield Community Poem 
 
Every moment is a precious moment in Laxfield 
far too many favourites to single one out 
breakfasts outside, bike rides, apples from the tree 
down the street on a sack barrow  
for the pram race one year 
cooking and eating in the Street 
beer festivals steeped in history 
stunning rural walks 
at sunset across the fields. 
 
To those whose fortune is less than mine 
I urge thee to commute 
don your hats for ale and wine 
for at the Low House you shall dine! 
 
From the waves and wine growing weak 
the journey was slow 
cold and windy with no sun in sight 
I heard the writers speak 
my efforts rewarded with a pint at the Low 
a warm welcome under fairy lights. 
 
There, before your very eyes 
serving beers from the cellar The Low House 
community hub, community-spirited 
there is always someone I know  
equally rewarding to visit solo or in company 
the focal point for the true locals 
beautiful centre of the village 
the 8th Wonder of the World 
like going back in time 
a vital connection to the past  
it must never close again.  
 
Friends, fun and laughter 
make for a happy every after 
can't go wrong with a pint of bitter 
beers served direct from the cask 
sharing glasses of red wine  
as then it's not alcoholic any more 
setting off the fireworks  
and upsetting everyone 
sitting on the settles  
playing acoustic folk music 
dancing to the Low House Blues Band 



plays in the garden  
the fabulous LitFest 
marvelling at how the fireplace  
manages to swell the smoke back up the chimney 
timeless, happy memories 
long live the wonderful vibe. 
 
The friendliest pub in Suffolk 
the greatest pub in England 
should be visited by everyone 
a uniquely thriving special place 
both Laxfield and the Low House! 
 
 


